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Who Is Barack Obama Who Was
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Barack Obama’s lucid vision of America’s
place in the world and call for a new kind of politics that builds upon our shared
understandings as Americans, based on his years in the Senate “In our lowdown,
dispiriting era, Obama’s talent for proposing humane, sensible solutions with uplifting,
elegant prose does fill one with hope.”—Michael Kazin, The Washington Post In July
2004, four years before his presidency, Barack Obama electrified the Democratic
National Convention with an address that spoke to Americans across the political
spectrum. One phrase in particular anchored itself in listeners’ minds, a reminder that
for all the discord and struggle to be found in our history as a nation, we have always
been guided by a dogged optimism in the future, or what Obama called “the audacity of
hope.” The Audacity of Hope is Barack Obama’s call for a different brand of politics—a
politics for those weary of bitter partisanship and alienated by the “endless clash of
armies” we see in congress and on the campaign trail; a politics rooted in the faith,
inclusiveness, and nobility of spirit at the heart of “our improbable experiment in
democracy.” He explores those forces—from the fear of losing to the perpetual need to
raise money to the power of the media—that can stifle even the best-intentioned
politician. He also writes, with surprising intimacy and self-deprecating humor, about
settling in as a senator, seeking to balance the demands of public service and family
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life, and his own deepening religious commitment. At the heart of this book is Barack
Obama’s vision of how we can move beyond our divisions to tackle concrete problems.
He examines the growing economic insecurity of American families, the racial and
religious tensions within the body politic, and the transnational threats—from terrorism to
pandemic—that gather beyond our shores. And he grapples with the role that faith plays
in a democracy—where it is vital and where it must never intrude. Underlying his stories
is a vigorous search for connection: the foundation for a radically hopeful political
consensus. Only by returning to the principles that gave birth to our Constitution,
Obama says, can Americans repair a political process that is broken, and restore to
working order a government that has fallen dangerously out of touch with millions of
ordinary Americans. Those Americans are out there, he writes—“waiting for
Republicans and Democrats to catch up with them.”
A riveting, deeply personal account of history in the making—from the president who
inspired us to believe in the power of democracy #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• NAACP IMAGE AWARD NOMINEE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • Jennifer Szalai, The New York
Times • NPR • The Guardian • Marie Claire In the stirring, highly anticipated first
volume of his presidential memoirs, Barack Obama tells the story of his improbable
odyssey from young man searching for his identity to leader of the free world,
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describing in strikingly personal detail both his political education and the landmark
moments of the first term of his historic presidency—a time of dramatic transformation
and turmoil. Obama takes readers on a compelling journey from his earliest political
aspirations to the pivotal Iowa caucus victory that demonstrated the power of
grassroots activism to the watershed night of November 4, 2008, when he was elected
44th president of the United States, becoming the first African American to hold the
nation’s highest office. Reflecting on the presidency, he offers a unique and thoughtful
exploration of both the awesome reach and the limits of presidential power, as well as
singular insights into the dynamics of U.S. partisan politics and international diplomacy.
Obama brings readers inside the Oval Office and the White House Situation Room, and
to Moscow, Cairo, Beijing, and points beyond. We are privy to his thoughts as he
assembles his cabinet, wrestles with a global financial crisis, takes the measure of
Vladimir Putin, overcomes seemingly insurmountable odds to secure passage of the
Affordable Care Act, clashes with generals about U.S. strategy in Afghanistan, tackles
Wall Street reform, responds to the devastating Deepwater Horizon blowout, and
authorizes Operation Neptune’s Spear, which leads to the death of Osama bin Laden.
A Promised Land is extraordinarily intimate and introspective—the story of one man’s
bet with history, the faith of a community organizer tested on the world stage. Obama is
candid about the balancing act of running for office as a Black American, bearing the
expectations of a generation buoyed by messages of “hope and change,” and meeting
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the moral challenges of high-stakes decision-making. He is frank about the forces that
opposed him at home and abroad, open about how living in the White House affected
his wife and daughters, and unafraid to reveal self-doubt and disappointment. Yet he
never wavers from his belief that inside the great, ongoing American experiment,
progress is always possible. This beautifully written and powerful book captures Barack
Obama’s conviction that democracy is not a gift from on high but something founded
on empathy and common understanding and built together, day by day.
Barack Obama delivers a tender, beautiful letter to his daughters in this powerful picture
book illustrated by award-winner Loren Long that's made to be treasured! In this
poignant letter to his daughters, Barack Obama has written a moving tribute to thirteen
groundbreaking Americans and the ideals that have shaped our nation. From the
artistry of Georgia O'Keeffe, to the courage of Jackie Robinson, to the patriotism of
George Washington, Obama sees the traits of these heroes within his own children,
and within all of America’s children. Breathtaking, evocative illustrations by awardwinning artist Loren Long at once capture the personalities and achievements of these
great Americans and the innocence and promise of childhood. This beautiful book
celebrates the characteristics that unite all Americans, from our nation’s founders to
generations to come. It is about the potential within each of us to pursue our dreams
and forge our own paths. It is a treasure to cherish with your family forever.
Inspirational speeches from America’s first African American president. You’ll be
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inspired to be the change you wish to see in the world as you read through this
collection of speeches delivered by Barack Obama. These messages of hope for a
more perfect union in America will appeal to readers across the political spectrum.
From pre-presidential oratory to his farewell address, the former president covers
issues of race, unemployment, natural disasters, public tragedies, and his legacy of
health care reform. This volume with will become one of the most treasured in your
library.
Follow Barack Obama's extraordinary journey to the White House with 30 handsome
illustrations and captions that mark significant events in his life ? from his childhood,
education, and marriage to his historic victory as the 44th President.
Find inspiration in these messages of hope from the forty-fourth president of the United
States. This curated collection of landmark speeches chronicles Barack Obama’s
presence on the national stage, from his time as a senator from Illinois to his eight-year
term as the 44th president of the United States—and also includes notable speeches he
made after he left the White House. Obama’s eloquent speaking style and ability to
connect to a wide range of audiences made him one of the most admired presidents in
recent memory, even as he dealt with staunch party-line opposition in Congress.
Barack Obama Selected Speeches is a volume that will appeal to those with a keen
interest in history, politics, and the role that the United States has played in shaping
today’s world.
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Highlights the life and achievements of the Harvard Law School graduate, legislator,
and civil rights lawyer who became the forty-fourth president of the United States.
Presents photographs of the inauguration of President Barack Obama, including
scenes from his arrival, the opening celebration, the parade, and the inaugural balls,
and includes the text of his inaugural address.
The coffee table book of monthly political poems chronicling the TWO TREMENDOUS
TERMS of President Obama's Presidency. 96 poems and 96 pictures following the
President of the United States as he leads the country. This is a must read! Archive the
unprecedented historic accomplishments of the first Black President; it is treasured
memorabilia and a momentous keepsake that your family will cherish for generations to
come. In "Two Tremendous Terms," Barry Fletcher chronicles the President's
accomplishments and the hate and racial bias leveraged against him from 2008-2016.
Fletcher, with passion and brutal honesty uncovers this unfair treatment during his
Presidency, despite his efforts to make this country a more perfect union. This book
was written creatively about the struggles and achievements of the First Black
President of the United States in a poetic cadence.

The life story of the father of the most powerful elected leader in the world is an
epic tale, one as daring as it was improbable. The father of the U.S. president,
the first Barack Hussein Obama, was born in rural poverty in Kenya. His own
father was a dominating figure who worked as a cook for the British colonists and
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broke with Luo tradition when he converted to the Muslim faith. Their household
was a severe one from which Barack's mother fled in fear for her life. Despite
such domestic turmoil, Barack was as fiercely smart as he was intrepid. Admitted
to one of Kenya's premiere private schools, he was later thrown out for his
defiant behavior. Adrift in the political churning of Kenya's pre-independence
days, Barack attracted the interest of an American literacy worker who took him
under her wing. By day, they worked on the literacy primers that would change
the lives of illiterate Africans. By night, they often went dancing in the full glare of
disapproval of those racially segregated times. She helped him prepare for
college in America and in 1959 paid his first year's tuition at the University of
Hawaii. The first African student on the UH campus, Barack stood out in many
respects. One of those was the young white woman, Ann Dunham, whom he
began to date. A year after they met, the couple had a son named Barack
Hussein Obama II. Barack did not tell his young wife about the two children he
had left behind in Kenya, nor did he tell university authorities about his family
back home until much later. Luos were often polygamous and Obama saw no
need to part with custom. At Harvard University, Barack joined the academic elite
and prepared to take his place among the big men in newly independent Kenya.
But Barack's experience at Harvard was emblematic of a life that seesawed
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between high hopes and cruel frustrations, many of them self-inflicted in drunken
furies. Yet the charm, the intellectual brilliance, and the fierce pride in his vision
of independent Kenya never flagged. He was a bold and reckless man, whose
life courted controversy and ultimately veered fatally out of his control. He was
heroic in his ambition, deeply flawed, and, extraordinarily, the father of an
American president, the other Barack.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Two longtime friends share an intimate and
urgent conversation about life, music, and their enduring love of America, with all
its challenges and contradictions, in this stunningly produced expansion of their
groundbreaking Higher Ground podcast, featuring more than 350 photographs,
exclusive bonus content, and never-before-seen archival material. Renegades:
Born in the USA is a candid, revealing, and entertaining dialogue between
President Barack Obama and legendary musician Bruce Springsteen that
explores everything from their origin stories and career-defining moments to our
country’s polarized politics and the growing distance between the American
Dream and the American reality. Filled with full-color photographs and rare
archival material, it is a compelling and beautifully illustrated portrait of two
outsiders—one Black and one white—looking for a way to connect their
unconventional searches for meaning, identity, and community with the American
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story itself. It includes: • Original introductions by President Obama and Bruce
Springsteen • Exclusive new material from the Renegades podcast recording
sessions • Obama’s never-before-seen annotated speeches, including his
“Remarks at the 50th Anniversary of the Selma to Montgomery Marches” •
Springsteen’s handwritten lyrics for songs spanning his 50-year-long career •
Rare and exclusive photographs from the authors’ personal archives • Historical
photographs and documents that provide rich visual context for their conversation
In a recording studio stocked with dozens of guitars, and on at least one Corvette
ride, Obama and Springsteen discuss marriage and fatherhood, race and
masculinity, the lure of the open road and the call back to home. They also
compare notes on their favorite protest songs, the most inspiring American
heroes of all time, and more. Along the way, they reveal their passion for—and the
occasional toll of—telling a bigger, truer story about America throughout their
careers, and explore how our fractured country might begin to find its way back
toward unity and global leadership.
“I’m proud of the fact that [...] we’re probably the first administration in modern
history that hasn’t had a major scandal in the White House.” So President
Barack Obama boldly declared before leaving office, and numerous times since.
But is it true? Not according to Matt Margolis, bestselling co-author of The Worst
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President in History: The Legacy of Barack Obama. Margolis lays out the details
of literally dozens of Obama administration scandals that have been ignored,
downplayed, or covered-up by the mainstream media. From “Fast and Furious,”
to the illegal IRS targeting of conservative groups, to the recent NSA spying
outrage, Margolis makes a powerful case that the Obama years represented
nearly a decade of lawless and abusive governance. While Obama and his allies
attempt to spin the narrative that his presidency represented a time of pristine
politics, it’s critically important that Americans understand the truth—Barack
Obama brought to Washington corrupt Chicago-machine politics of cronyism and
corporate payoffs, combined with audacious Alinskyite tactics aimed at dividing
Americans and destroying his opponents. Obama’s legacy will be discussed and
debated for decades. But in the early months after he left office, more scandals
have been uncovered—most notably an illegal scheme of using the NSA to spy on
his political opponents and the frightening decision to block the prosecution of
Iranian-backed terrorists. Far from being a virtuous New Camelot, the Obama
administration abused its power like few others.
Children who are ready to read on their own will want to get ready for President's
Day with this leveled reader about the first African American president of the
United States! A Step 3 Step into Reading Biography Reader about our fortyPage 10/31
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fourth president, Barack Obama—revised to include an account of his reelection
and new photographs! With clear and accessible language, independent readers
can learn how the lessons and love from Obama’s mother and grandparents
shaped him; how the places he lived influenced him; and how he turned his
childhood feeling of being an outsider into a positive driving force that propelled
him into the history books!
Applies a varity of scholarly approaches to analyze the long term impact of
President Obama as a leader and policymaker.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Rising Star is the definitive account of Barack
Obama's formative years that made him the man who became the forty-fourth
president of the United States—from the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Bearing
the Cross Barack Obama's speech at the 2004 Democratic National Convention
instantly catapulted him into the national spotlight and led to his election four
years later as America's first African-American president. In this penetrating
biography, David J. Garrow delivers an epic work about the life of Barack
Obama, creating a rich tapestry of a life little understood, until now. Rising Star:
The Making of Barack Obama captivatingly describes Barack Obama's
tumultuous upbringing as a young black man attending an almost-all-white, elite
private school in Honolulu while being raised almost exclusively by his white
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grandparents. After recounting Obama's college years in California and New
York, Garrow charts Obama's time as a Chicago community organizer, working in
some of the city's roughest neighborhoods; his years at the top of his Harvard
Law School class; and his return to Chicago, where Obama honed his skills as a
hard-knuckled politician, first in the state legislature and then as a candidate for
the United States Senate. Detailing a scintillating, behind-the-scenes account of
Obama's 2004 speech, a moment that labeled him the Democratic Party's "rising
star," Garrow also chronicles Obama's four years in the Senate, weighing his
stands on various issues against positions he had taken years earlier, and
recounts his thrilling run for the White House in 2008. In Rising Star, David J.
Garrow has created a vivid portrait that reveals not only the people and forces
that shaped the future president but also the ways in which he used those
influences to serve his larger aspirations. This is a gripping read about a young
man born into uncommon family circumstances, whose faith in his own talents
came face-to-face with fantastic ambitions and a desire to do good in the world.
Most important, Rising Star is an extraordinary work of biography—tremendous in
its research and storytelling, and brilliant in its analysis of the all-too-human
struggles of one of the most fascinating politicians of our time.
From the author of The Beneficiary: Fortune, Misfortune and the Story of My
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Father comes a major publishing event: an unprecedented look into the life of the
woman who most singularly shaped Barack Obama-his mother. Barack Obama
has written extensively about his father, but little is known about Stanley Ann
Dunham, the fiercely independent woman who raised him, the person he credits
for, as he says, "what is best in me." Here is the missing piece of the story.
Award-winning reporter Janny Scott interviewed nearly two hundred of Dunham's
friends, colleagues, and relatives (including both her children), and combed
through boxes of personal and professional papers, letters to friends, and photo
albums, to uncover the full breadth of this woman's inspiring and untraditional life,
and to show the remarkable extent to which she shaped the man Obama is
today. Dunham's story moves from Kansas and Washington state to Hawaii and
Indonesia. It begins in a time when interracial marriage was still a felony in much
of the United States, and culminates in the present, with her son as our
president- something she never got to see. It is a poignant look at how character
is passed from parent to child, and offers insight into how Obama's destiny was
created early, by his mother's extraordinary faith in his gifts, and by her
unconventional mothering. Finally, it is a heartbreaking story of a woman who
died at age fifty-two, before her son would go on to his greatest accomplishments
and reflections of what she taught him.
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A profile of the 44th President of the United States--his childhood in Hawaii, his
college years at Columbia University and Harvard Law School, his career as a
civil rights attorney and professor, all the way to the White House were he served
two terms. Illustrations. 5/8.
Who Is Barack Obama?Penguin
"This Macmillan Biography looks at the people and places that most influenced Obama - from
lost teenager and low-paid community worker - to his inauguraton in 2009 as America's first
black president."--Back cover note.
As the world now knows, Barack Obama has made history as our first African-American
president. With black-and-white illustrations throughout, this biography is perfect for primary
graders looking for a longer, fuller life story than is found in the author's bestselling beginning
reader Barack Obama: United States President.
An award-winning political journalist for The Atlantic tells the inside story of how the embattled
Democratic Party, seeking a direction for its future during the Trump years, successfully
regained the White House. The 2020 presidential campaign was a defining moment for
America. As Donald Trump and his nativist populism cowed the Republican Party into
submission, many Democrats—haunted by Hillary Clinton’s shocking loss in 2016 and the
resulting four-year-long identity crisis—were convinced that he would be unbeatable. Their party
and the country, it seemed, might never recover. How, then, did Democrats manage to win the
presidency, especially after the longest primary race with the biggest field ever? How did they
keep themselves united through an internal struggle between newly empowered progressives
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and establishment forces—playing out against a pandemic, an economic crisis, and a new racial
reckoning? Edward-Isaac Dovere’s Battle for the Soul is the searing, fly-on-the-wall account of
the Democrats’ journey through recalibration and rebirth. Dovere traces this process: from the
early days in the wilderness of the post-Obama era to the jockeying of potential candidates;
from the backroom battles and exhausting campaigns to the unlikely triumph of the man few
expected to win; and on through the inauguration and the insurrection at the Capitol. Dovere
draws on years of on-the-ground reporting and contemporaneous conversations with the key
players—whether with Pete Buttigieg in his hotel suite in Des Moines an hour before he won the
Iowa caucuses or with Joe Biden in his first-ever interview in the Oval Office—as well as with
aides, advisors, and voters. Offering unparalleled access and an insider’s command of the
campaign, Battle for the Soul takes a compelling look at the policies, politics, and people, as
well as the often absurd process of running for president. This fresh and timely story brings you
on the trail, into the private rooms, and along to eavesdrop on critical conversations. You will
never see campaigns or this turning point in our history the same way again.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL
BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of his early days, Barack
Obama “guides us straight to the intersection of the most serious questions of identity, class,
and race” (The Washington Post Book World). “Quite extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison In this
lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling memoir, the son of a black African father and a white
American mother searches for a workable meaning to his life as a black American. It begins in
New York, where Barack Obama learns that his father—a figure he knows more as a myth than
as a man—has been killed in a car accident. This sudden death inspires an emotional
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odyssey—first to a small town in Kansas, from which he retraces the migration of his mother’s
family to Hawaii, and then to Kenya, where he meets the African side of his family, confronts
the bitter truth of his father’s life, and at last reconciles his divided inheritance. Praise for
Dreams from My Father “Beautifully crafted . . . moving and candid . . . This book belongs on
the shelf beside works like James McBride’s The Color of Water and Gregory Howard
Williams’s Life on the Color Line as a tale of living astride America’s racial categories.”—Scott
Turow “Provocative . . . Persuasively describes the phenomenon of belonging to two different
worlds, and thus belonging to neither.”—The New York Times Book Review “Obama’s writing
is incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There Are No
Children Here “One of the most powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever read, all the more
so for its illuminating insights into the problems not only of race, class, and color, but of culture
and ethnicity. It is also beautifully written, skillfully layered, and paced like a good
novel.”—Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In My Place “Dreams from My Father is an
exquisite, sensitive study of this wonderful young author’s journey into adulthood, his search
for community and his place in it, his quest for an understanding of his roots, and his discovery
of the poetry of human life. Perceptive and wise, this book will tell you something about
yourself whether you are black or white.”—Marian Wright Edelman
Many Americans believe Barak Obama represents a hopeful future for America. But does he
also reflect the American politics of the past? This book offers the broadest and best-informed
understanding on the meaning of the "Obama phenomenon" to date. Paul Street was on the
ground throughout the Iowa campaign, and his stories of the rising Obama phenomenon are
poignant. Yet the author's background in American political history allows him to explore the
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deeper meanings of Obama's remarkable political career. He looks at Obama in relation to
contemporary issues of class, race, war, and empire. He considers Obama in the context of
our nation's political history, with comparisons to FDR, JFK, Bill Clinton, and other leaders.
Street finds that the Obama persona, crafted by campaign consultants and filtered through
dominant media trends, masks the "change" candidate's adherence to long-prevailing power
structures and party doctrines. He shows how American political culture has produced
misperceptions by the electorate of Obama's positions and values. Obama is no magical
exception to the narrow-spectrum electoral system and ideological culture that have done so
much to define and limit the American political tradition. Yet the author suggests key ways in
which Obama potentially advances democratic transformation. Street makes recommendations
on how citizens can productively respond to and act upon Obama's influence and the broader
historical and social forces that have produced his celebrity and relevance. He also lays out a
real agenda for change for the new presidential administration, one that addresses the recent
failures of democratic politics.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER / AN OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK
PRESIDENT OBAMA’S SUMMER 2021 READING LIST In the spirit of The Known World and
The Underground Railroad, “a miraculous debut” (Washington Post)? and “a towering
achievement of imagination” (CBS This Morning)about the unlikely bond between two
freedmen who are brothers and the Georgia farmer whose alliance will alter their lives, and his,
forever—from “a storyteller with bountiful insight and assurance” (Kirkus) A New York Times
Book Review Editors’ Choice A July Indie Next Pick In the waning days of the Civil War,
brothers Prentiss and Landry—freed by the Emancipation Proclamation—seek refuge on the
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homestead of George Walker and his wife, Isabelle. The Walkers, wracked by the loss of their
only son to the war, hire the brothers to work their farm, hoping through an unexpected
friendship to stanch their grief. Prentiss and Landry, meanwhile, plan to save money for the
journey north and a chance to reunite with their mother, who was sold away when they were
boys. Parallel to their story runs a forbidden romance between two Confederate soldiers. The
young men, recently returned from the war to the town of Old Ox, hold their trysts in the woods.
But when their secret is discovered, the resulting chaos, including a murder, unleashes
convulsive repercussions on the entire community. In the aftermath of so much turmoil, it is
Isabelle who emerges as an unlikely leader, proffering a healing vision for the land and for the
newly free citizens of Old Ox. With candor and sympathy, debut novelist Nathan Harris creates
an unforgettable cast of characters, depicting Georgia in the violent crucible of Reconstruction.
Equal parts beauty and terror, as gripping as it is moving, The Sweetness of Water is an epic
whose grandeur locates humanity and love amid the most harrowing circumstances.
The #1 New York Times bestselling picture-book biography of President Barack Obama is now
in paperback. Ever since Barack Obama was young, Hope has lived inside him. From the
beaches of Hawaii to the streets of Chicago, from the jungles of Indonesia to the plains of
Kenya, he has held on to Hope. Even as a boy, Barack knew he wasn’t quite like anybody
else, but through his journeys he found the ability to listen to Hope and become what he was
meant to be: a bridge to bring people together. This is the moving story of our 44th President,
told by Nikki Grimes and illustrated by Bryan Collier, both winners of the Coretta Scott King
Award. Barack Obama has motivated Americans to believe with him, to believe that every one
of us has the power to change ourselves and change our world.
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University Press returns with another short and captivating portrait of one of history's most
compelling figures, Barack Obama. Barack Obama is considered one of the most significant
figures of the 21st century. He was the first African-American President of the United States,
his signature "Obamacare" Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act extended health
insurance coverage to 20 million Americans, he is credited with pulling the American economy
back from the brink of an economic depression, he expanded federal hate crime laws to
include crimes motivated by a victim's gender or sexual orientation, he ended the "don't ask,
don't tell" policy in the U.S. armed forces, his administration urged the Supreme Court to strike
down same-sex marriage bans (which it did), he nominated two women (and America's first
Hispanic) to the Supreme Court, he substantially escalated the use of drone strikes against
terrorists associated with al-Qaeda and the Taliban, he committed the United States to the
Paris Agreement on global climate change, he brokered the JCPOA nuclear deal with Iran, he
normalized U.S. relations with Cuba, and he won the Nobel Peace Prize. Barack Obama was
born in Honolulu, Hawaii on August 4, 1961. His mother was a white American from Kansas.
His father was a black East African from Kenya. He grew up in Seattle, Honolulu, and Jakarta,
attended college in Los Angeles, graduated from Columbia University in New York, graduated
from Harvard Law School in Cambridge, met and married his wife, Michelle, in Chicago, and,
for eight years, lived in the White House in Washington D.C. This short book tells the intensely
human story of a man who changed the world in a way that no one else could.
Since delivering his keynote speech at the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Barack
Obama has been hailed as the clear saviour of not only the Democratic party, but of the
integrity of American politics. Despite the fact that he burst onto the national scene seemingly
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overnight, his name recognition has grown by leaps and bounds ever since. And in November
2008, he was elected the next President of the United States. Barack Obama in His Own
Words is a book of quotes from the Illinois Senator that allows those who aren't as familiar with
his politics to learn quickly where he stands on abortion, religion, AIDS, his critics, foreign
policy, Iraq, the War on Terror, unemployment, gay marriage, and a host of other important
issues facing America and the world. Informative and easy to read, this is the perfect potted
history for those who donÕ t have time to read the biography of AmericaÕ s first Black
President. Lisa Rogak is the author of In His Own Words: Colin Powell and Howard Dean In
His Own Words. Her works have been reviewed and otherwise mentioned in the Wall Street
Journal, USA Today, Family Circle, and hundreds of other publications. She lives in Lebanon,
New Hampshire. Ô I wouldnÕ t run if I didnÕ t think I could win.Õ Ô I donÕ t want people to
pretend IÕ m not black or that itÕ s somehow not relevant.Õ

The 44th President of the United States of America. A look back at the most
memorable moments of Barack Obama's extraordinary life, beloved family and
historic political career. It’s been a over a decade since Barack Obama made
history when he was elected America's first black president. During his eight
years in the White House, he brought about incredible change: He reformed
health care, legalized same-sex marriage and ordered the military operation that
resulted in the death of September 11 mastermind Osama bin Laden. This book
takes a close look at Obama's life: From his lonely childhood in Hawaii and
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formative college years to how the relatively unknown Illinois Senator beat
veteran Senator John McCain in the 2008 election. It also reveals how Michelle
Obama sacrificed her career and family life in order for her husband to achieve
his dream of becoming president. Plus, what the Obamas have been up to since
they left the White House, and what’s next for them.
A Washington Post 2019 Notable Selection A vivid and inspiring account of the
"bromance" between Barack Obama and Joe Biden. The extraordinary
partnership of Barack Obama and Joe Biden is unique in American history. The
two men, their characters and styles sharply contrasting, formed a dynamic
working relationship that evolved into a profound friendship. Their affinity was not
predestined. Obama and Biden began wary of each other: Obama an impatient
freshman disdainful of the Senate's plodding ways; Biden a veteran of the
chamber and proud of its traditions. Gradually they came to respect each other's
values and strengths and rode into the White House together in 2008. Side-byside through two tension-filled terms, they shared the day-to-day joys and
struggles of leading the most powerful nation on earth. They accommodated
each other's quirks: Biden's famous miscues kept coming, and Obama
overlooked them knowing they were insignificant except as media fodder. With
his expertise in foreign affairs and legislative matters, Biden took on an
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unprecedented role as chief adviser to Obama, reshaping the vice presidency.
Together Obama and Biden guided Americans through a range of historic
moments: a devastating economic crisis, racial confrontations, war in
Afghanistan, and the dawn of same-sex marriage nationwide. They supported
each other through highs and lows: Obama provided a welcome shoulder during
the illness and death of Biden's son Beau. As many Americans turn a nostalgic
eye toward the Obama presidency, Barack and Joe offers a new look at this
administration, its absence of scandal, dedication to truth, and respect for the
media. This is the first book to tell the full story of this historic relationship and its
substantial impact on the Obama presidency and its legacy.
Provides an insightful look at the childhood experiences, family bonds, and
personal struggles that shaped and influenced the life of a young man who would
later become the first African-American president in United States history.
Simultaneous.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has taught us what it
means to dare greatly, rise strong, and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new
research conducted with leaders, change makers, and culture shifters, she’s
showing us how to put those ideas into practice so we can step up and lead.
Look for Brené Brown’s new podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her ongoing
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podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles, status, and wielding power. A
leader is anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential in people
and ideas, and has the courage to develop that potential. When we dare to lead,
we don’t pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious and ask the right
questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard it; we know that power
becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult
conversations and situations; we lean into vulnerability when it’s necessary to do
good work. But daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and
uncertainty requires skill-building around traits that are deeply and uniquely
human. The irony is that we’re choosing not to invest in developing the hearts
and minds of leaders at the exact same time as we’re scrambling to figure out
what we have to offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster. What can
we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage, to start. Four-time #1 New
York Times bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past two decades
studying the emotions and experiences that give meaning to our lives, and the
past seven years working with transformative leaders and teams spanning the
globe. She found that leaders in organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial
startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations, and
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Fortune 50 companies all ask the same question: How do you cultivate braver,
more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your
culture? In this new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples to answer
these questions in the no-BS style that millions of readers have come to expect
and love. Brown writes, “One of the most important findings of my career is that
daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that are 100 percent teachable,
observable, and measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that requires brave
work, tough conversations, and showing up with your whole heart. Easy? No.
Because choosing courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth it?
Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our work. It’s why we’re here.”
Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to Brené
Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who wants to step up and into brave
leadership.
An original and engaging account of the Obama years from a group of leading
political historians Barack Obama's election as the first African American
president seemed to usher in a new era, and he took office in 2009 with great
expectations. But by his second term, Republicans controlled Congress, and,
after the 2016 presidential election, Obama's legacy and the health of the
Democratic Party itself appeared in doubt. In The Presidency of Barack Obama,
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Julian Zelizer gathers leading American historians to put President Obama and
his administration into political and historical context. These writers offer strikingly
original assessments of the big issues that shaped the Obama years, including
the conservative backlash, race, the financial crisis, health care, crime, drugs,
counterterrorism, Iraq and Afghanistan, the environment, immigration, education,
gay rights, and urban policy. Together, these essays suggest that Obama's
central paradox is that, despite effective policymaking, he failed to receive credit
for his many achievements and wasn't a party builder. Provocatively, they ask
why Obama didn't unite Democrats and progressive activists to fight the
conservative counter-tide as it grew stronger. Engaging and deeply informed,
The Presidency of Barack Obama is a must-read for anyone who wants to better
understand Obama and the uncertain aftermath of his presidency. Contributors
include Sarah Coleman, Jacob Dlamini, Gary Gerstle, Risa Goluboff, Meg
Jacobs, Peniel Joseph, Michael Kazin, Matthew Lassiter, Kathryn Olmsted, Eric
Rauchway, Richard Schragger, Paul Starr, Timothy Stewart-Winter, Thomas
Sugrue, Jeremi Suri, Julian Zelizer, and Jonathan Zimmerman.
From one of our preeminent journalists and modern historians comes the epic
story of Barack Obama and the world that created him. In Barack Obama: The
Story, David Maraniss has written a deeply reported generational biography
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teeming with fresh insights and revealing information, a masterly narrative drawn
from hundreds of interviews, including with President Obama in the Oval Office,
and a trove of letters, journals, diaries, and other documents. The book unfolds in
the small towns of Kansas and the remote villages of western Kenya, following
the personal struggles of Obama’s white and black ancestors through the swirl of
the twentieth century. It is a roots story on a global scale, a saga of constant
movement, frustration and accomplishment, strong women and weak men, hopes
lost and deferred, people leaving and being left. Disparate family threads
converge in the climactic chapters as Obama reaches adulthood and travels from
Honolulu to Los Angeles to New York to Chicago, trying to make sense of his
past, establish his own identity, and prepare for his political future. Barack
Obama: The Story chronicles as never before the forces that shaped the first
black president of the United States and explains why he thinks and acts as he
does. Much like the author’s classic study of Bill Clinton, First in His Class, this
promises to become a seminal book that will redefine a president.
Billedbog. A tribute to thirteen groundbreaking Americans and the ideals that
have shaped our nation. From the artistry of Georgia O'Keeffe, to the courage of
Jackie Robinson, to the patriotism of George Washington, President Obama sees
the traits of these heroes within his own children, and within all of America's
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children.
Presents the life of Barack Obama, including his childhood in the United States
and abroad, careers as a community organizer and lawyer, and election as the
forty-fourth president in 2008.
.Future presidents will need to find the right balance in China policy, so as to
maintain America's strength and watchfulness but not fall into the classic security
dilemma, wherein each side believes that growing capabilities reflect hostile
intent and responds byproducing that reality. I believe that President Obama
struck that balance..—From Obama and China's Rise In 2005, veteran diplomat
and Asia analyst Jeffrey Bader met for the first time with thethen-junior U.S.
senator from Illinois. When Barack Obama entered the White House afew years
later, Bader was named the senior director for East Asian affairs on the
NationalSecurity Council, becoming one of a handful of advisers responsible for
formulating andimplementing the administration's policy regarding that key
region. For obviousreasons—a booming economy, expanding military power, and
increasing influence overthe region—the looming impact of a rising China
dominated their efforts. Obama's original intent was to extend U.S. influence and
presence in East Asia,which he felt had been neglected by a Bush administration
fixated on the MiddleEast, particularly Iraq, and the war on terror. China's rise,
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particularly its militarybuildup, was heightening anxiety among its neighbors,
including key U.S. alliesJapan and South Korea. Bader explains the
administration's efforts to develop stablerelations with China while improving
relationships with key partners worried aboutBeijing's new assertiveness. In
Obama and China's Rise, Bader reveals what he did, discusses what he saw,
andinterprets what it meant—first during the Obama campaign, and then for
theadministration. The result is an illuminating backstage view of the formulation
andexecution of American foreign policy as well as a candid assessment of both.
Bader combines insightful and authoritative foreign policy analysis with a
revealing and humanizing narrative of his own personal journey.
Rhyming text highlights the inspirational effect of the life and accomplishments of the fortyfourth president of the United States and invites young readers to consider how they too can
change the world.
Accepting his party's presidential nomination in the summer of 2008, Barack Obama beamed
while Denver's stadium rocked with gauzy chants from adoring admirers. But looming beyond
the deafening roar was a harsh reality that too few were willing to face just yet: Some "hope" is
too audacious to believe, and just because a smooth talker proclaims something, doesn't make
it true. Now, long after the honeymoon has ended and the national mood soured toward the
44th U.S. president, nationally syndicated radio talk-show host and columnist Kevin
McCullough?the first pundit to predict Obama's rise to the presidency?provides an alarming
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perspective on the man he has watched closely since the aspiring commander-in-chief was an
obscure community organizer on Chicago's South Side. You'll learn: How Barack Obama's first
act as president to sign into law taxpayer-funded abortion How his administration has
systematically and intentionally created federal dependents Why Obama's actions prove he
believes American Exceptionalism is a myth The outrageous lengths the president is willing to
go to as he undermines our national security From Obama's radical economic policy and
dubious skills in national security to his administration's disdain for individual liberty and
constitutional constraints on the power of the executive branch, McCullough lays out a
convincing case for why, early on, he labeled Obama "one of the most dangerous politicians
our generation will see." Real hope is possible. While delving into Obama's flawed governance,
McCullough also charts a way out, and forward, for the America that once was and can be
again. It is a way of clarity and common sense in a tried-and-true direction?a way that is
diametrically opposed to the disappointing course set by the current resident of the Oval Office.
The Obama Quiz Book includes questions that are educational and informative. The questions
have been carefully compiled by Williamson using materials from President Barack Obama's
novels; newspapers; magazines; Library of Congress collections and other governmental
resources. There are two questions on each page; the answers to the questions, along with
information sources and additional explanatory notes are printed on the back of each page.
The first chapter presents questions about the United States Presidency. The questions and
answers in Chapter 2 were selected from the information gathered about President Obama's
childhood. President Obama's college years are featured in Chapter 3. President Obama's
years as a community organizer in Chicago, Illinois provides the material for questions in
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Chapter 4. Chapter 5 highlights President Obama's days at Harvard Law School. The years
that President Obama spent as a University of Chicago Lecturer, Civil Rights attorney, and
Chicago politician can be found in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides details about the 2008
Presidential Campaign. President Obama's books, Grammy Awards as well as the President's
speeches provide the material for Chapter 8. First Lady Michelle Obama and members of her
family are featured in Chapter 9. Quotations from President Obama's friends; family and
supporters can be found in Chapter 10. Also included in the Obama Quiz Book is an essay
entitled, What President Barack Obama's Inauguration Means to Me written Brenda TruedellBell, a renowned African American Scientist. The Obama Quiz Book is meant for a diverse
readership. This quiz book contains questions not only about President Obama, but the United
States Presidency; United States Senate; United States electoral process and the 2008
Presidential Campaign. Now you can have the answers to some of these questions at your
fingertips in the Obama Quiz Book.
Chronicles the life and political career of Barack Obama.
Barack Obama is quickly becoming America's most popular politician, and his run for the
presidency has brought huge crowds at home and an unprecedented wave of international
attention as well. Much more than a biography, this book is a political tour of Obama's
legislative experience as well as his ideas about race, religion, and politics. Political writer John
K. Wilson, author of four previous books including a study of Newt Gingrich, explores the
reaction Obama has received from the left, the right, and the media. As the first presidential
candidate from Generation X, Obama has generated an exciting movement of young people to
support his campaign as he defines a new kind of broadly popular progressive politics. As
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improbable as such a quest may be this fresh new candidate may be just the right one to
bridge not only generations but ideologies that often divide. Amid all the hype surrounding
Obama, this book provides the first in-depth look at what he believes, what he represents, and
how he might transform American politics.
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